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Part 1: 

- - Concept of structure, its functioning   - Concept of dysfunction  - Realized products and services  - Concept of compliance
and non-compliance  - - nonconformities treatment device  - - Need to solve recurring problems. Corrective Action Concept  -
nonconformities analysis and dysfunction encountered  - Prioritization (Pareto Law)  - - known causes, possible immediate
actions, opening an action plan  - Cause unknown  - Constitution of a working group  - The causes (of experience
brainstorming-Plan)  - Ranking 5M detected causes (Ishikawa)  - Search exploitable causes (why 5)  - Opening an action plan
- monitoring of action plans  - Closing action plans  - Generalization capitalization. Preventive Action Concept  - - related
procedures  - Management of problem-solving activity  - Variations and modifications of the method (PDCA, Kaizen, Hoshin,
8D)

Part 2: 
1. The TRIZ theory  -  Causal Modeling a multifactorial problem situation  -  The degree of inventiveness  -  Notions of useful
features and harmful functions  -  Expression and resolution of a technical contradiction  - Application generic standard
resolution

To  understand  the  improvement  approaches  based  on  the  use  of  a  structured problem-solving approach  - Formulate a 
problem as a contradiction,  Know how to use a DB principles of resolution 

-
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Selective bibliography
Résolution de problèmes Crépin/Pernin/Robin édition Eyrolles 

- PDCA et performance durable : Chardonnet édition Eyrolles
- « Découvrir  et  appliquer  les  outils  de  TRIZ »,  Denis  CHOULIER,  Edition
- CHANTIERS, Université Technologique de Belfort-Montbelliard.
- « And  Suddently  the  Inventor  Appeared »,  Genrich  ALTSHULLER,  Technical  - Innovation Center, INC.




